Through the Chairman
of the 40'n National Assembly
Mr Georgi Pirinski
and the Bulgarian women deputies

To the participants

in the Second World Congress
of women parliamentarians
Sofia, 19-20 June 2006
Sofia, 19 June 2006

Dear Madam,
The DEN Association and the Tchoveshtina Foundation have the pleasure to welcome vou in the
beautiful and hospitable Bulgaria.

In view of the aims of your meeting at the National Palace of Culture, we take the chance to
present you 3 modest souvenirs illustratingthe solutions of 2 of the greatestproblems of modern
civilisation:

1.

Foods for children and adults not meeting the world standards, and a lacking system for
prompt and efficacious control (in the 21" century - the century of information society !?).
This circumstance has led to making dirty money amounting to more than $1 billion a day
through production and sales using corrupted transcontinental networks.

2.

Electromagnetic and mental contamination of the atmosphere, air, and water that within
15 years has led to an increase of the number of children born with congenital defects from
500 thousand to 1,500 thousand ayear as well as to a decrease of the population of wild
animals and birds.

Souvenir 1: Laser-engraved icon upon wood. It illustrates the laser master CD/DVD technology
transferred to any material; this technology forms the basis of the offered problem solutions.
Souvenir 2: CD-ROM clarifying specific solutions presented to the UN in September 2005 and
at the CEFOOD Congress in May 2006. The technology has won a gold medal in Strasbourg
2005, FrancelEU.

Souvenir 3: DVD "Perpericon - the Sanctuary of Orpheus" with built-in PV music. (please
increase the sound volume to sense the distressing effect.) It presents a part of the Orphean
mysteries that can help solving Problem 2 in spite of the unavoidably increasing use of mobile
phones.
Please be so kind, through your legislative initiatives and involvement

in the propaganda of the
marvelous FP7-Women Science subprogram of the EU, to support the development and
introduction of the presented technologies. These are based on unique principles for invisible
recording of information defined by Orpheus, Hermes, Lao Tze, and also in all Holy Scriptures;
this is evident from the grant we rggeive!.gt a forum of high rank similar to yours.
Respectfully Yours,

6t..n,

Prof Dr.'V. Orb et26v tJ.y DMSci
president of the Tchiiveshtina

